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(ABSTRACT)

A laboratory experiment was performed to investigate

the interaction between container material and energy

$Ü source. The energy sources used include: conventional
”w

electric coil, gas flame, induction, solid element, and
“" electric resistance coil under glass-ceramic. The con-

tainer materials investigated include: thin gauge alumi-

num, heavy gauge aluminum, glass—ceramic, thin gauge

porcelain—on-steel, and heavy gauge stainless steel with

thick aluminum heat core. Crepes were prepared to deter-

mine the browning pattern for each cooking system (combi-

nation of energy source and container material). Water

was used as a test medium for both speed of heating and

retained heat tests. Duncan Multiple Range Tests were

performed to determine significant differences between

systems, and a General Linear Models Procedure was used to

assess the contribution made by each variable on variances

between systems.

When speed of heating, and retained heat are desired,

the important variable was the cooktop. The induction,

gas flame, and conventional electric coil boiled water



more quickly, and the solid element and the electric

resistance coil under glass-ceramic retained the most

heat. When even browning is desired, the choice of cook-

ware is important. Heavy gauge aluminum and heavy gauge

stainless steel with a thick aluminum heat core produced

the most even browning. Systems that performed all tests

well include the conventional electric coil paired with

heavy gauge aluminum or heavy gauge stainless steel with

Q thick aluminum heat core cookware.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Introduction and Justification

Consumers are faced with many choices when considering

top-of-the-range cooking. Several cooktop types are avail-

able: gas, conventional coil, solid element, glass-ceramic,

induction, and others. Choices also need to be made about

each cooktop type individually. For example, glass-ceramic

cooktops may be constructed with different heat source types

and different formulations and thicknesses of glass-ceramic

-each with different properties of heat transfer. Solid

elements may be unprotected, thermally protected, or thermo-

statically controlled (E.G.O., n.d.).

Another choice that must be made when doing top-of-the-

range cooking is the type of cookware to be used. Many types

of cookware are available and there are also many factors

that affect the performance of cookware. Some general char-

acteristics, however, can be applied to all cookware types.

·For example, Wilson (1976) stated that cookware should have

straight sides, flat bottoms, and tight fitting covers.

In addition, some specific requirements of cookware need

to be met if it is to be used on certain cooktop types.

For example, the induction range requires that cookware

impart a certain level of resistance to the flow of electric

current if it is to be used on the induction cooktop. This

limits one’s choice to cast iron, some forms of stainless

1
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steel, or porcelain-on-steel cookware (Garrison and Brasher,

1982; Jenn-Air, 1985a). The solid element range performs

best when the cookware is perfectly flat (Jenn—Air, 1985b;

E.G.O., n.d.). The quality of the pans can influence the

results of each cooktop type, as illustrated by Scheidler

(1987). Scheidler stated that the influence of pan quality

on boiling time is more important than the influence of dif-

ferent glass-ceramics when tested with pans of the same
U

quality. In other words, the quality of the pan is more

important than the formulation of glass—ceramic.

In the mid—1800’s, gas became available to consumers for

cooking on a geographically limited basis, and has remained

popular since. Before this time, choices for top—of-the-

range cooking were limited to wood or coal (Cowan, 1983).

Around 1910, electric ranges with top-of-the-range units

were made available. Some models had solid elements, and

others had electric coils. Eventually, the solid element

lost its popularity and the electric coil remained as the

one choice for top-of—the-range cooking with electricity in

the United States. Solid element cooktops remained popular

in Europe, however, and throughout the years underwent sev-

eral improvements. In recent years, an interest in European

kitchen design again popularized the solid element cooktops

in the United States (Jenn-Air, 1985a). The glass-ceramic
' cooktop was introduced in 1966, but never achieved a great

market share. Smooth—top range sales peaked in 1975 with

7.4% of the total range market share (Merchandising, 1980).
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Recently there has been a reappearance of the glass-ceramic

cooktop in the U.S. marketplace generally in the form of

black glass-ceramic. In 1972, the first induction cooktop

was marketed for the home (Andrews, 1980). Today several

companies market an induction range.

When consumers’ choices for top—of—the-range cooking
”

were limited to a gas burner or electric coil, the type of

cookware used was not as important as it is today. Almost

any relatively flat bottomed cookware would perform satis-

factorily. Today, however, consumers must have a more

extensive set of criteria to evaluate the compatibility of

cooktops and cookware so that they are able to make informed

choices.

An appliance, such as a range or a cooktop, is a major

purchase, and almost without exception entails a large

expenditure for a family. According the U. S. Bureau of the

Census, the average wholesale price of an electric range was

$278, and the average wholesale price of an electric cooktop

was $177 in 1985 (Fairchild, 1987). Since this is a size-

able investment, the consumer should be motivated to give

thoughtful consideration to the selection of appliance fea-

tures which can contribute to the saving of time and impact

expected performance. In 1974, the U.S.D.A. estimated the

life expectancy of a gas range to be 13 years, and the life

expectancy of an electric range to be around 12 years.

Table 1 shows the life expectancies of gas and electric

ranges as reported in "A Portrait of the Appliance Industry"
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Table 1 ·
Life Expectancies of Gas and Electric Ranges

Life Expectancy
(Years)

Type of Appliance Low Medium High
Ranges, Free Standing, Electric 13 15 19
Ranges, Built—In, Electric 13 15 20
Ranges, Free Standing, Gas 11 15 18
Ranges, Built-In, Gas 13 16 19

Source: A Portrait of the U.S. Appliance Industry,
1987.
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published by Appliance in September 1987.

As a result of the long life expectancy, the purchaser

may have to live with the cooktop selected for several

years. Therefore, much thought should be put into the pur-

chase decision. Cookware is also very expensive, and is a

product that once purchased will be used for several years.

Therefore, a good deal of thought should go into the pur-

chase making decision for this product also.

Ideally, cookware should possess certain characteristics

which would make it compatible with all cooktop types

because:

1. Manufacturers often market more than one type of

cooktop. They also may market or recommend cookware

that is compatible with these cooktops. If cookware

were available that would meet the criteria required

for compatibility with all cooktops, the process of

marketing cookware could be simplified.

2. Consumers sometimes move to new kitchens, or occa-

sionally replace their ranges. As a result of the

choices in cooktop types and the characteristics

inherent in some of these, consumers may find their

present cookware unsatisfactory.

3. When consumers purchase new cookware, they may find

that the performance with their existing cooktop is

not what they expected, as a result of their new

cookware being manufactured of a material or with a
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design different from their previous pieces.

The results of this study will be useful for consumers

who want to compare appliance operating time, the resulting

browning patterns, and the ability to use retained heat that

results when certain cookware materials are combined with

certain cooktop types.

Information based on independent research is difficult

for the consumer to obtain. However, this information is

essential if the consumer is to be able to objectively com-

pare the different types of cookware/cooktop combinations.

Professional home economists will also benefit by

receiving the results of this study. Home economists are

often asked questions by consumers regarding the compatibil-

ity of cooktops and cookware. The results of this study

will provide home economists and consumers with some objec-

tive measure for comparing the different characteristics of

« cookware and cooktops.

In summary, the need for this study is based on the fol-

lowing: There are many options available when choosing a

cooktop type or selecting cookware. In addition, there are

limitations to be considered when combining certain cookware

with certain cooktop types. Cookware and cooktops are major

purchases, with long life expectancies, requiring much

information and thought when making purchase decisions and

during use. However, consumers and professional home econo-

mists often find it difficult to obtain information based on

independent research to aid in this decision making process.
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Problem Statement

The research problem and the objective of this study

were as follows: What is the result of combining cookware

of different construction characteristics with cooktops of

different design characteristics? This objective was met by

observing the resulting performance when cookware of differ-

ent materials is combined with different cooktop types. Spe-

cifically, it was necessary to:

1. Select a sample of cookware oonstructed of different

materials and thicknesses. The items selected were

representative of types of cookware available in the‘

marketplace and were compatible with as many cooktop

types as possible.

2. Select a sample of cooktop types based on market repre-
' sentativeness or innovativeness.

y 3. Analyze results of tests designed to show the outcome of

interactions between cooktops and oookware. The charac-

teristics compared were:

a. evenness of heating.

b. speed of heating.

c. heat retention.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Review of Literature

Introduction

The literature review explores published and unpublished

literature pertaining to the construction of certain cook-

top and cookware types, the physical principles observed,

related research, and variables that affect the cooking sys-

tem.

The literature review outlines a description of the

factors that affect browning patterns, speed of heating, and

ability to retain heat.

Physical Principles Under Investigation

Heat is transferred through a material by conduction.

The rate of heat conduction is proportional to the tempera-

ture difference between the two sides of the material and to

the area through which the heat is to be transferred. The

rate is inversely proportional to the thickness of the mate-

rial between the two sides. The proportionality constant

relating these factors to heat transfer rate is called ther-

mal conductivity, which varies from one material to another.

Thus the following equation expresses the rate of heat con-

ductionr

Heat Conducted = {K x area x {temperature difference)
Per Second thickness

8
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The thermal conductivity, K, for a given material is,

thus, the amount of heat conducted per unit time through a

unit area of material one unit thick across which there is a

temperature difference of one degree. In specific units, it

might be the number of kilocalories per meter per second per

Celsius degree.

The equation above gives insight into but cannot be used

directly to quantify the heat conducted per second in the

cooking systems under investigation in this study. It must

be realized that the rates of heat transfer are continuously

changing depending on many factors such as the temperature

difference between the source of heat and the cookware, the

difference in temperature between the outside of the cook-

ware and the inside of the cookware, and the amount of sur-

face area touching between the energy source and container

material.

The specific heat of a substance is the amount of heat

needed to raise the temperature of a unit mass of the sub-

stance 1 degree C. If the specific heat and quantity of a

substance are known, the amount of heat needed to be added

or removed from a substance to change its temperature a

fixed amount can be calculated. This calculation follows=

Heat Needed to = mass x specific x temperature change
Change Temperature heat

The above physical principles will provide a base of

knowledge that will help explain the phenomenon that may

develop during testing (Table 2 illustrates how the above
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Table 2

lnterrelatienehipe Hetween Phyeical Fhenemena
and Laberatery Obeervatimne

Euxe1eal-E¤e¤emeaeu aaäetaäecx-Qaee:xaä;ea

Heat Cenducticn Qrea 0+ contact between the
ceektep and ecehware
will a++ect the rate
e+ heat conducted

Thickneee 0+ the ceokware will
in+luence the rate ¤+
heat conducted

Thermal ccnductivity m+ the
cpmkware material and the
material 0+ the cmmktop will
in+luence the rate e+ heat
trane+er

Heat Lwee Maea m+ the cmektmp and the
ceokware will in+luence the
rate at which the temperature
changes

Speci+ic heat o+ the cocktop
material and the material ¤+
cuokware will a++ect the rate
e+ temperature change

$peci+ic heat e+ the teet
medium will a++ect the rate
m+ temperature change
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physical principles impact performance). '

The Cooking System

The process of cooking can be viewed as a system. The

primary components which will affect the cooking of a par-

ticular food have been included in this system and are

designed to operate together (Amana, 1977; Scheidler, 1987).

These are:

-Cooking surface
-Heating element/type
-Cooking vessel/pot
-Temperature control system

Independent Variables

The type of cooktop and cookware are the throughputs and

processing vector in this system and constitute the indepen-

dent variables of the study.

Cookware

The design and the inherent characteristics of the con-
·‘ struction material are factors that determine the perfor-

mance characteristics of cookware.

Desigp. The bottoms of the pans should be flat (Van

Zante, 1964; Peters and Hunt, 1977; E.G.O., n.d.). Goessler

(1987) stated that cookware should have flat, stable bottoms

if it is to be used on glass-ceramic cooktop. Schott (1984)

stated that performance on the CERAN glass-ceramic cooktop

is related to the "flatness“ of the cookpots. Scheidler

and Schaupert (1988) stated that in order to distribute the

energy generated by the induction cooktop, the pan used

should be of a material of sufficient heat conductivity to
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avoid hot spots and a large enough gauge to assure suffi-

cient mechanical stability. A cookpot not only needs to be

flat when cool, but also when heated. When the material

used in construction of a cookpot expands and distorts and

the center of the pan bottom moves away from the energy

source, it is called pan base movement by Scheidler

and Schaupert (1988). This limits one’s choices for cook-

ware material to glass-ceramic or some form of heavy gauge

metal that will stay flat and stable (Goessler, 1987).

Two tests often used to determine if cookware has a

perfectly flat bottom are the ruler test (Jenn-Air, 1985a;

Amana, 1977), and the cooking test (Jenn-Air, 1985a). Test

procedures are outlined below:

Ruler Test -- 1) Place the edge of the ruler across the
bottom of the pan.

2) Hold up to the light.
3) Check to see that no light is visible under

the ruler.
’ Cooking Test -— 1) Put 1 inch of water into the utensil.

2) Place utensil on the cooking surface. Turn
» control to the HI setting.
3) Observe the bubble formation to

determine the heat distribution. If the
bubbles are uniform across the utensil,
the utensil will perform satisfactorily.
If the bubbles are not uniform, the
bubbles will indicate the hot spots.

The sides of cookware should be straight or slightly

tapered in order to conserve heat (Wilson, 1976). Each

cookpot should have a cover and each one should fit snugly

to form a vapor seal within the utensil whenever food is

being cooked (Wilson, 1976; Thermador / Waste King, 1984).

Thickness of the pan’s bottom is very important (Jenn-
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Air, 1985a) because speed of conduction is directly related

to gauge. A thin gauge cookpot conducts heat quickly in the

vertical plane but with poor evenness in the horizontal

plane. A thick gauge cookpot conducts heat more slowly and

more evenly in the vertical and horizontal planes. The

heavier the gauge of the pan, the more heat the material

will hold (Garrison and Brasher, 1982) and the greater the

possibility of even cooking performance. '

Researchers at Jenn—Air (1985a) have stated that the

size of cookware should be compatible with the size of the

cooking unit being used. Picking a pot too small for the

conventional coil element will result in wasted energy, heat

transferring into the kitchen, and the possibility of having

spill-overs burn onto the drip pan. A pot too large can

trap heat under a coil element -- and built up heat may

shorten the element’s life. Thermador / Waste King (1984)

stated that a pot should not extend more than one inch

beyond the edge of the solid element and should have a per-

fectly flat bottom. When large pots do not meet these stan-

dards, the use of a high heat setting produces heat that

becomes excessive and may result in damage to the cooktop,

If a pot sits on the edge of a glass-ceramic cooktop, direct

contact is reduced, and less heat is conducted from the sur-

face. This can cause the glass to break. Too large or too
1

small a utensil will cause a solid element to cycle on and

off.

Researchers at Jenn-Air (1985a) have pointed out that
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the induction cooktops are the most tolerant of large pots

but some reject utensils that are too small. (Because

induction coils produce heat in the utensil as it sits on

the cooktop surface, stray objects that have the proper

amount of resistance to electric current, such as spoons,

might accidentally be heated. Therefore induction cooktops

are equipped with sensors to detect small objects, and do

not allow heating to occur.)

Capacities of cookware are stated in terms of brimful

maximums, though for all practical purposes, pots and pans

hold only 3/4 of this amount (Wilson, 1976). Frying pan

sizes are determined by the top diameter measurement. The

important dimension is the bottom diameter; it should fit

the element or at least not extend more than one-inch beyond

it on all sides.

Inherent Characteristics of Cookware Materials. Alumi-

num conducts heat evenly and quickly, and is quick to

respond to temperature change. Aluminum has a high coeffi-

ceint of expansion; it expands a lot for a given temperature

change. Therefore, even heavy gauge cookware will warp and

buckle on the bottom (Van Zante, 1964). Aluminum is an

excellent conductor of electrical current, but induction

cooktop manufacturers have chosen to install sensors to

detect materials that offer little resistance to the flow of

electrical current because they heat too quickly (Jenn—Air,

1988).

Copper is a good conductor of heat and is often applied
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to the bottoms of cookware (Van Zante, 1964). Like alumi-

num, however, copper is a good conductor of electric cur-

rent, and will produce heat too quickly and will not work

with the induction cooktop, because of the sensors used in

the cooktop (Jenn-Air, 1985a).

Iron is a fair conductor of heat and is a good absorber

of radiant heat. Once iron is heated to the desired temper-

ature, it holds the heat (Thermador / Waste King, 1984).

Iron offers resistance to electric current and will produce

heat when used on the induction cooktop (Garrison and

Brasher, 1982).

Steel is iron with carbon chemically dissolved in it.

It is a poor conductor of heat and is prone to hot spots

(Garrison and Brasher, 1982). Steel also resists electric

current enough to be used on the induction cooktop (Jenn-

Air, 1985a).

Stainless steel is made by adding chromium and nickel to

steel. It does not conduct heat evenly and produces hot

spots (Garrison and Brasher, 1982). Ehrenkranz and Inman

(1973) claimed that stainless steel should be covered with

aluminum or copper to prevent hot spots. The Jenn-Air use

and care manual for the solid element cartridge "Model A105“

contains the information that stainless steel utensils will

evenly distribute heat if constructed of tri-ply (three

layers of material, usually stainless steel combined with

other metals such as aluminum or copper). Some forms of

stainless steel can be used on the induction cooktop.
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Heat resistant glass and glass—ceramic are poor conduc-

tors of heat but absorb radiant heat readily. These materi-

als have high resistance to the flow of electric current and

therefore are unsuitable for use on the induction cooktop

(Garrison and Brasher, 1992).

Some cookware actually has several layers of materials

sandwiched together. This is called two—ply, tri-ply, or

bottom-clad construction (Wilson, 1976). This is done to

maximize the benefits of certain characteristics of differ-

ent materials.

Qssßxsas
The following descriptions of variables will help illus-

trate the characteristics that will affect performance.

§ggggg_sgu[gg. All cooktops must provide a source of

heat energy which is transferred into food by conduction,

convection, or radiation. Energy is provided via an easily

transported_medium such as natural gas or electric current

and is transformed into a useable form of heat by means of

a gas flame or electric resistance. All of these systems

for producing heat have different performance characteris—

tics. For example, a gas flame provides useable heat more

quickly than an electric resistance unit.

ügghgg_Qf_hgatigg. Heat transfers from one body to

another in one of the following waysa conduction, convec-

tion, or radiation. '

Conduction is the transfer of heat by means of collision

from molecule to molecule in the material (Long, 1990).
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This type of heat transfer requires that the two objects

touch (Garrison and Hrasher, 1982). Conduction occurs each

time a pan of water is heated on the surface unit of a

range, as heat from a gas burner or electric element in

direct contact with the pan sets the metal molecules of the

pan in motion. They in turn set the water molecules in

motion. This molecular motion, called heat, is given to the

water in the pan and is transferred by conduction. Hewitt

(1971) defines conduction as the transfer and distribution

of thermal energy from molecule to molecule within a body.

The more surface area available for contact between the con-

tainer material and the energy source, the more contact will

occur and more heat will be transferred.

Convection is the transfer of thermal energy in a gas or

liquid by means of currents in the vapor or liquid (Hewitt,

1971). The layer of water in the bottom of a pan is heated _

first by conduction and expands, it is forced up by the

cooler denser water. The convection currents keep the water

in motion while it heats. Convection plays less of a role

in transfering heat from cooktop to utensil than does con-

duction, but it is crucial to the transfer of heat from the

container to the food being heated.

Radiation is the transfer of thermal energy without a

medium (Long, 1980). Jenn-Air (1985a) defines radiation as

heat transfer across space from a hot surface. Radiation

has a limited effect as a method of heat transfer in top-of-

the—range cooking.
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Qeae¤¤e¤;„YaciaQlee
Performance is the output and dependent variable of thie

evstem and ie the quantifiable reeult of combining different

cooktop typee and cookware. The measures of performance

included browning patterne, speed of heating, and ability to

retain heat.

Reeearchera have ueed a standard teet to meaeure the

evenneee of heat dietribution„ This test requires greaeing

and flouring the bottom of a pan and then placing the pan

over the source of heat for a specified amount of time

(Peters and Hunt, 1977). Scheidler (1987) stated that good

temperature dietribution acroes the pan baee, to avoid born-

ing, was an important criterion for a cooking system.

§aeaQ„ei_deati¤a
The time required to boil water is a criterion that can

be used to evaluate cooktops, and generally the shorter this

time, the more highly the cooktop is rated (Schott, 1994).

Scheidler (1987) stated that a short boiling time was a

criterion of importance for motivating consumer purchase of

a cooktop. _

Eetaiueecdeat
The ability to retain heat is proportional to the maes

available in the cooking eystem, which includes the heat

eource and all the components required to complete the sys-

tem. Mcüord (197ü) suggested the need for further research

to determine the use of stored heat to continue cooking.
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The Thermador Use and Care Manual <19B4> for

the"Europa"solid element cooktop states the following:
——Your new solid elements cook very much like your

favorite cast iron skillet -- reaching temperature
gradually, yet evenly, and holding heat longer.

—-The solid element retains heat somewhat longer than the
other types of electric cooking elements. You may want
to turn these elements off sooner to take advantage of
retained heat. The amount of residual heat depends on
the quantity and type of food, the material and
thickness of the pan, and the setting used for cooking.

Related Research

There have been studies conducted in the past which have

looked at various aspects of cooking systems. Many of these

studies were focused on energy consumption. Very little

information was found that allowed comparisons between dif-

ferent combinations of cooktops and oookware. Table 3 sum-

marizes the related research.

McCord <1970> evaluated time and energy consumption of

water heat—up between glass-ceramic surface units and con-

ventional electric coils. McCord used only the cooktop man-

ufacturers' recommended cookware. Time and energy consumed

were greater for the glass—ceramic surface unit than the

conventional electric coil when used with the manufacturers'

recommended cookware. An evaluation of different pans on

the glass—ceramic cooktop indicated that flat bottom pans of

materials other than the utensils that are sold as part of

the glass—ceramic cooking system could be efficiently used.

A medium weight aluminum saucepot required less time and
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energy for water heating than the specially designed glass-

ceramic utensils of similar size. However, a heavy-weight

Magnalite pan required more time and energy than the compa-

tible size Cookmate.

Peters and Hunt (1977) investigated heat distribution as

well as heating efficiency of conventional electric coils

and of thermostatically and non-thermostatically controlled

glass-ceramic cooktops using cookware of selected materials

and bottom conformation. The tests included fat-flour tests

for evenness of heat distribution; water boil-up, tempera-

ture maintenance, and cool down; and oil heat-up, tempera-

ture maintenance, and cool down. In the heating of water

and oil, the conventional electric range unit of similar

wattage to that of the two smooth-top ranges performed best

with respect to heating time and energy used with test

loads. The non-thermostatically controlled smooth-top was

'
faster and consumed less energy. In the browning test, the

thermostatically controlled unit performed the better of the

two smooth-top ranges, and better than the conventional

electric range.

The stainless steel with an aluminum clad bottom proved

to be the most effective on all ranges with respect to time

and energy consumption and evenness of heat distribution. In

general, stainless steel with aluminum clad bottoms did not

perform significantly different than the other cookware on

the thermostatically controlled smooth-top.

Holsapple (1982) looked at the browning patterns and
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energy consumption of electric fry pans versus conventional

tubular electric range coils paired with Wear-Ever (presum-

ably aluminum> skillets. This study was limited to these

cooking systems and only one test -— browning patterns of

potato cakes. There was no significant difference in brown-

ing found, however, the electric frying pan was found to be

considerably more efficient with both time and money.

Adams and Evans <19B5> investigated browning patterns.

This study differed from the Holsapple study in that it

incorporated three types of frying pans on three cooktop

types. The frying pans were made of cast iron, aluminum,

and enameled-steel. The test medium used was fat and flour.

The cooktop types were halogenheat, solid elements, and a

traditional gas burner. Infra-red scans were taken when a

temperature of 200 degrees F was reached at any spot on the

cooking surface of the frying pan. It was found that the

I halogenheat cooktop has a heat distribution better than a

typical solid element and markedly better than a gas burner.

Lovingood, Bentley, Lindstrom, and Walton (l9B7) com-

pared cooking systems consisting of conventional electric

coils, thermostatically controlled solid elements, non-

thermostatically controlled solid elements, and induction

cooktops, using the manufacturers recommended cookware. The

cooktops were compared with respect to 1) the time the user

interacts with the appliance; 2} appliance operating time;

3) appliance energy utilization; 4} other characteristics of

performance such as evenness of heating, operation at low
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settings, responsiveness to change in control setting, and

ease of cleaning. The tests included preparing items from
i

the Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers <AHAM) Menu

for Range Energy Testing and other items as apprepriate to

meet the objectives of the study. lt was concluded that

food preparation with any of these cooking systems is not

markedly different in terms of energy er cooking time, but

such factors as feod characteristics, evenness of heating,

and effect of thermal mass on temperature change do vary.

Summary of Related Research

The process ef cooking has been viewed as a system, and

researchers have taken this into account and have adapted

their methodologies to include this idea. Studies have also

been conducted that looked at performance factors such as

speed of heating, user interaction, ability to retain heat,

energy consumption, and browning patterns. Same studies

have even compared different cooktop types combined with

different cookware. However, there is little research that

compares performance factors such as speed of heating,

browning patterns, and retained heat as it is affected by

the interaction of different cookware materials and the dif-

ference in the source ef heat, as this study does. The

results of this study will allow consumers, educators, and

others to have a source of information that will guide them

in their selection of the combination of cooktops andcook-ware.
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Theoretical Framework

The focus of this study -- cooktop/cookware interaction

and the resulting performance (Figure 2) is a subset of a

larger system —- input, throughput, and output, which is the

cooking system (Figure 1). The larger system uses food and

power source as an input, and this leads into the cook-

ware/cooktop processing vector which yields the performance

results. This study focuses on the final two stages of this

system (cooktop/cookware processing vector, and the result-

ing performance). The performance factors observed are con-

sidered to be objective indicators of food quality and user

satisfaction, because they are similar to tasks performed by

consumers.

The basic aim of science is to explain natural phe-

_ nomena. Such explanations are called theories (Kerlinger,

1973). A theory, as defined by Kerlinger, isn

a set of interrelated constructs (concepts),
definitiens, and prepositions that present a
systematic view of phenomena by specifying
relations among variables, with the purpose of
ekplaining and predicting the phenomena

By combining Figure 2, the theoretical framework of this

study and the model with Kerlinger‘s definition of a theory,

the goal of this study can be conceptualized. The goal was

to predict and explain the interaction ef energy source and

container material.

The cooktop type and the type of cookware used were the
Iinputs into the subsystem. A sample of each cookware I\
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Input Throughput Output

Energy Source Cooktop

Performance ~
Food Cookware

Figure 1

Cooking System

1
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Cooktops

Method of Heating
Energy Source

_

7*Speed o4 HeatingCookwarex Evenness of Heat
Distribution

Retained HeatInherent Characteristics
of Materials/Finishes

Design ·

Figure 2

Theoretical Framework
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type was tested on each cooktop, whenever possible. Some

cookware will not work with all cooktop types. For example,

glass—ceramic, aluminum, and some forms of stainless steel

will not work on the induction cooktop.

Therefore, the cooking system (cooktop and cookware)

was the independent variable for each test and the dependent
l

variables were the outputs (speed of heating, ability to

retain heat, and browning patterns).

Hypotheses

There are very few research results available to consum-

ers to substantiate the recommendations made to them. Some

suggestions are based on sound theory but the documentation

is minimal or non—existent. Therefore, this study was

designed to provide quantitative information about the rela-

tive effect of combining different container material with

different sources of energy. Based on accepted scientific

principles and the small amount of empirical information

available, the following hypotheses have been formulated.

The first group of hypotheses are based on the differ-

ence in the construction characteristics of the cookware,

and how it influences performance.

§ypothesis_l¤ The gauge of the cookware will affect speed
of heat transfer. Therefore, the thin gauge
aluminum and thin gauge porcelain on steel
cookware will heat quickly and boil water
more rapidly.

Eatiggalgi A thin gauge pan will heat faster than a

heavy gauge pan. As the thickness of the pan material is
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directly proportional to the rate of heat transfer, there-

fore, the rate of heat conducted is greater in a thin gauge

pan.

Hypothesi;_2i The heavier the gauge of cookware, the more
evenly the heat will be distributed. There-
fore, the heavy gauge aluminum and the heavy
gauge stainless steel with thick aluminum
heat core will have the best pattern of heat
distribution.

Bationale: The heavier the gauge of cookware, the more

time it takes for heat to transfer from one side of the

cookware to the other. Therefore, the heat will have time

to spread more in the horizontal plane when a heavy gauge

utensil is being used.

The following hypotheses are based on the difference in

the design characteristics of the cooktops, and how it

influences performance.

Eypothesis 3: The greater the mass and specific heat of the
heating system, the greater the time required
for the rate of heat transfer to the utensil
to become appreciable. Therefore, the solid
element and the electric resistance coil
under glass-ceramic will take longer to heat
up and cool down than the induction, conven-
tional electric, or the gas flame.

· Rationale: The more mass an object possesses, the longer

it will take for that object to heat up, and to lose heat

once it is heated. The specific heat of the material will

also impact the amount of heat needed to change the tempera-

ture. Mass and specific heat both influence the heat needed

to change temperature.

Qgpothesis 4: Cooktops in which the heating element is
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separated from the pan by intervening space
or material will require a longer time for
appreciable heat transfer and therefore a
longer time to gain or lose heat. Therefore,
the electric resistance coil under glass-
ceramic and the solid element will take
longer to heat up and once heated longer to
lose heat than the conventional electric
coil, induction, or gas flame.

Rationalet The process of transferring heat from the

source of its generation to the place of utilization takes

time. When electric resistance is not needed to produce

heat, or is used to produce heat directly in the cooking

container, the heat generated is immediately available for

heating the cookware and its contents, therefore increasing

speed.
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IIIMETHODOLOGY

Empirical Model

The empirical model (Figure 3) shows the independent and

dependent variables under investigation in this study.

Operational Definitions _
The following operational definitions of dependent vari-

ables were used in this study:

§:Qs¤;¤s-EaL§s:¤
The browning pattern is the visible and quantifiable

result of applying heat to a frying pan containing crepe

batter. This browning pattern was quantified by recording

five readings from each crepe (center of crepe plus center

of four quadrants> with a reflectance meter, which compared

the resulting color to a standard and thus allows an objec-

tive way of comparing different levels of browning.

Iimsztezäeil
The time-to-boil is the amount of time required to heat

one liter of water from 2ljl degree C to 99 degrees C

Bs$si¤ss-Hsa$i °
The amount of time that is required for one liter of

water placed in the cooktop / cookware to drop IO degrees

I C after reaching the boiling point once the energy source is

no longer energized.

31
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INDEFENDENT VARIAELES: DEFENDENT VARIAHLES:

Energy Source Performance Factore

a. Conventional Electric a. Time to Boil
Coil

b. Erowning Fatterne
b. Solid Element c„ Retained Heat
c. Electric Reeietance Coil

under G1aee~Ceramic

d. Magnetic Induction

e. See Flame

Container Material

a. Med./Heavy Gauge
„ Aluminum

b„ Thin Gauge Aluminum

c. Heavy Gauge Stainleee
Steel with thick
Aluminum Heat Core

d„ Thin Eauge Forcelain-
Ün—Stee1

e. Slaee—Ceramic

Figure 3 — Empirical Model

I

I
I

I

I
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Design of the Study

The purpose of this study was to examine performance

characteristics when different cooktops and cookware types

are combined as a system. The dependent variables were the

performance factors -— browning patterns, speed of heating,

and ability to retain heat. The experimentally manipulated

independent variables were cooktop type (energy source) and

cookware (container material). See Table 4 for matrix out-

lining the design of the study.

Equipment

Qeskeeas
The cookteps used in this study were chosen to represent

different types of cooking surfaces available to censumers

in the marketplace (See Table 5).

The conventional electric coil range was chosen because i

G.E. has the largest market share of electric ranges and

because the energy source is a Calrod unit used by many

electric range manufacturers. The solid element cartridge

was chosen because the solid elements used are E.G.O. units

which are typical of non-thermostatic, thermally protected

solid elements available in the United States market. The

black glass-ceramic and the induction units were selected L
because they are current production models and aretypicalof

what is available in the United States market.

Qeehuacs
‘

The cookware used in this study was chosen to represent L
L
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Table V

Cooktopa Uaed

QQ¤xa¤t;emal„äleeätis„QQ1l General Elactriw
_ Model JBBDDG

&—inoh, 13Eß watt
B—incn, 2350 watt

agagaaaxamamx J@¤¤~¤¢r
Cartridge (Model Aiüäl
é—inch, läüü watt
3-inch, QOOD watt

§laatc1a„Eae;eta¤sa-QQ1lunder
3laee—Ceramic Cartridge (Model AIEO)

&—incn, 13OO watt
3-inch, 1éGO watt _

Qag Hardwick
Model CFD @343 HA6Ü@AG
Burner aize 10,00D BTU

lmaaetaamCartridge (Model A13D>
Bmall Unit, 14üü watt
Large Unit, 130ü watt
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different types of base materials, popular with manufactur-

ers and consumers. These cookware types are all available

in the market place. A 1-1/2 — 2 quart sauce pot and an B

-10 inch frying pan of each type were used. Descriptive

information is given in Table 6. The gauge is indicated to

the nearest thousandth of an inch, and was measured at the

center of the pan. The shapes of the cookware are illus-

trated in Appendix A, and were classified into the following

categories: bow, straight, complex, straight/slight bow,

and straight/angled. Size was measured as the distance

across the top of the frying pan, and was the brimful capac-

ity for the sauce pans. The degree of flatness was an

objective measure and ranged from 1, perfectly flat, to 5,

very distorted (complex and concave direction of distortion

is indicated). The contact area is the amount of surface

area available for contact, assuming perfect flatness, and

is measured in square inches.

- Measuring Devices

The same set of measuring devices was used throughout

the study. Specific activities were timed using a Mylan

stopwatch, model no. 204 BD. Ambient temperature (wet and

dry bulb) was measured using an Arthur H. Thomas Co. ther-

mometer and relative humidity was calculated using these

readings. Atmospheric pressure was measured using a Princo

nova full range barometer. The temperature of the water was

measured using a Fisher mercury—in-glass thermometer, gradu-

ated in 2 degree increments from -20 to 120 degrees C. A



Table 6
Cookware Used
Frying Pans

I¤L¤-¤au¤;-aLumL¤um W••r Ev•r
Gauge: .104
Shape: Bow
Size: 10" Round
Degree of Flatness:

4 Concave
Contact Area 3S.5

Model - wagner
ware “S1dney"
450S-D

Gauge: .165
Shape: Straight
Size: 10" Round
Degree of Flatnees:

2 Convex
Contact Area: 60.1

Model - 24C
Gauge: .060
Shape: Complex
Size: S" Round
Degree of Flatness:

5 Concane
Contact Area: 39.2

Model · 391.50SS
Gauge: .225
Shape: Bow
Size: 10" Round
Degree of Flatness:

2 Concave
Contact Area: 34.5

§la;;:Qs:em;s ¤¤r¤1¤q
Model — "Cookmate"”

KA - SK1O
Gauge: .160
Shape: Straight
Size: 10" Square
Degree of Flatnese:

1 Flat
Contact Area: 67.24
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6 I
Cookware Used (Continued)

Sauce Pans

I¤Ln-¤aeQs-eLamL¤¤m w••r Ev•r
Model — 38012
Gauge: .050
Shape: Straight

(Angled Side) _
Size: 1.8 L.

_ Degree of Flatness:
5 Concave

Contact Area: 24.9
w••r Ev•r -Model - "Centennial"
Saugen .155
Shape: Straight

(Moderate Curve)
Size: 1.85 L.
Degree of Flatness: »

2 Convex
. Contact Area: 26

Ibi¤-¤euQs-2Qcsslainzenzetssl ¤•¤¤•
Model - 15 CGauge: .067 '
Shape: Complex
Size:
Degree o+ Flatness:

1 Concave
Contact Area: 14.2

msdiumzäeexx-¤ae¤e-§ta;¤le;;-§tesL “N¤w
Dimension"
391.5088

Bauge: .224
Shape: Slight Bow
Size: 2.1 L.
Degree of Flatness:

2 Convex
Contact Area: 27.1

§lass:Qs:amis ¤¤r¤1¤¤ M¤d•1 -"Cookmate" KA-SP—3Gauge: .153 gShape: Straight
Size: 2.85 L.Degree of Flatness: Il_Flat
Contact Area: 37.8 I

I
I
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Hunter Color Difference Reflectance Meter was used to deter-

mine the extent ef browning as measured by the percentage of

light reflected from the surface of the brewned crepes„

(See Table 7 for instruments used and variables measured.>

The data fer this study were collected in the Virginia

Pelytechnic Institute and State University College of Human

Resources heusehold equipment laboratory during Winter Quar-

ter 1987 - 1988.

Temperature in the laboratory ranged from 23 to 25

degrees C throughout the study but was usually 24 degrees C.

The relative humidity averaged 71 percent; however, it

ranged from 42 to 96 percent. Barometric pressure was ner-

mally near 715 millimeters, but ranged from 701 mm to 721

mm.

Pretests

A series ef pretests was conducted to determine the gen-

eral range of time required to bring water to a boil and to

produce browning patterns on the crepes and refine the

procedures.

Additional tests were cqnducted in order to become

acquainted with the procedures to be followed and the vari-

ables to be measured. This pretest also familiarized the

researcher with the controls and operation of the cooktops

and the general performance characteristics of the cookware. iII

General ProcedureI
„
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Each test was performed under the following guidelinesl

- All water used in this study was tap water from the
Blacksburg water system and was conditioned to 21 j 1 degree
C. Blacksburg water is naturally about 3 grains hard and
undergoes no treatment but chlorination, fluoridation, and
purification.

- The stopwatch was started and the cooktop control
turned to HIGH for tests using water and MED-HI for tests
using crepes.

- When the test was completed, the stopwatch and the
cooktop control were turned OFF.

- In the time to boil and retained heat tests, guide-
lines for measuring temperature were as follows. As indi-
cated by pretests, insert the thermometer under the cover
when 90% of the pretest time has elapsed. If the tempera-
ture is not within 10 degree C (time—to-boil) or 2 degree C
(retained heat), remove the thermometer. After 30 seconds
(time-to-boil) or 1 minute (retained heat), repeat the
procedure. Continue at the same interval until the target
temperature is reached.

The tests were conducted in random order in the house-

hold equipment laboratory at Virginia Tech. Each combina-

tion of cookware and cooktop was written on a piece of paper

and placed in a bowl. At the beginning of each testing ses-

sion, pieces of paper corresponding to the number of teats

scheduled were pulled out. The tests were conducted in such

a way as to allow cool-down for the cooktops and cookware,

and to protect the freshness of the crepe batter. This ran-

dom selection was intended to reduce procedural variables

that could be introduced by the investigator. Ambient

temperature was monitored but was not controlled. All tests

were replicated twice, for a total of three tests per combin-

nation of energy source and container material and perfor-

mance factor.
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W

4BEachday a data eheet wae completed (appendix B). Thia

eheet includee the teete to be conducted, the amount ot time

required, or the reeulting browning patterne„ Room tempera-

ture, homidity, and atmoepheric preeeure were recorded at

the start ot each data gathering eeeeion„ Although the

atmoepheric data will not be ueed tor etatietical analyeie,

it will help deecrioe the environmental conditione during

data collection. '

Specitic Procedure

The epecitic procedore tollowed to evaloate the pertor-

mance ot each cooktop/cookware combination ie ae tollowea

§zam¤aea„e£-E:au¤1m¤
1. Spray the trying pan with a light coating ot "ßll

Natural" Pam non-etick cooking epray.

2. Place three or tour droplete ot water in a cool try-

ing pan and place on a cool cooktop, turn the control to

MED-Hl.

3. Record ambient condition intormation on Data Collec-

tion Sheet <Appendi¤ B).

4. when the water_evaporatee, pour 1/4 cup ot crepe

mixture (Blender Crepee; See Appendix C tor recipe) into the

trying pan, quickly tilt the trying pan to cover the entire

bottom.
5.l

Place the trying pan on the cooktop to be evaluated.

6. Start the etopwatch.

7. Brown the crepe on the tiret eide tor 2 minutee.
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8. Discard the first crepe and repeat steps 4 - 7 three

consecutive times, for a total of three crepes.

9. Turn the unit to OFF, and remove the frying pan from

the unit.

10. Record the browning pattern of the bottom of the

crepe, on the data collection chart in Appendix B, by using

the procedure specified by the reflectance meter manufac-

turer (See Appendix D for chart demonstrating the location

of the points where readings were taken).

Speed of Hheating

1. Place one liter of tap water in the pan to be evalu-

ated (21jl degree C).

2. Place the cover on the pan, and then place the pan

on the cooktop to be evaluated (See Table 5 for information

on which unit is to be used.)

3. Record the water temperature.

4. Turn the unit to HIGH and start the stopwatch.

5. As determined by pretests, when the water is

approaching boiling, place the thermometer under the cover

with the bulb near, but not touching, the bottom.

6. When the temperature reaches 98 degrees C, turn the

unit to OFF, stop the stopwatch, and record the time—to-boil

readings on the data collection sheet (Appendix B).

Retained Heat

1. Place one liter of water (2ljl degree C) in the

saucepan to be tested, cover and place on the cooktop.

2. Turn the unit to HIGH.
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Heat the water to boiling.

4. After the boiling temperature is reached, cover, Q

turn the unit to OFF, start the stopwatch.
A

5. When the temperature reaches 88 degrees C, stop the

stopwatch, and record time on the data collection chart

(Appendix B).

Note: This test may be combined with the test to mea-
sure speed of heating.

Delimitation of the Study

Due to money and time constraints and limited availabil-

ity of the equipment to be tested, certain boundaries, or
A

delimitations were established. These were:

1. Five types of cookware were evaluated.

2. Five cooktop types were evaluated.

3. Three performance factor tests were conducted on
each cooktop/cookware combination.

4. Two replications of each test were conducted.

5. Cookware compatible with each cooktop were used;
therefore, the aluminum and glass-ceramic cookware
could not be used on the induction cooktop.

Data Analysis

Since the purpose of this study was to measure the even-

ness of heat distribution and to measure the differences in

the amount of time required to boil water and to cook on

retained heat when different combinations of cooktop and

cookware are used, the following calculations were per-

formed:
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1. The mean and range of the browning pattern, time to
boil, and the time for the temperature to drop were
calculated for each combination of cookware and
cooktop type.

2. A General Linear Models Procedure was performed so
that the reliability of the tests could be monitored
and so that the contributions that each variable had
on the variation in performance could be assessed.

3. A Duncan’s Multiple Range Procedure was performed in
order to aid in ranking the systems and determining
significant differences between systems.

The results of these tests were tabulated and compiled

in chart form so that the variability could be measured and

any trends found. The statistical tests used in analyzing

the data were selected in order to facilitate answering the

following questions:

1. Will the thin gauge aluminum and thin gauge porce-

lain on steel heat water faster than the heavy gauge alumi-

num, heavy gauge stainless steel, and glass-ceramic?

2. Will the heavy gauge aluminum, heavy gauge stainless

steel, and glass—ceramic frying pans have better patterns of

browning than the thin gauge porcelain—on-steel, and alumi-

num frying pans?

3. Will the electric resistance coil under glass-

ceramic and solid element cooktops retain more heat than the

conventional electric coil, the gas flame, and the induction

cooktops?

4. Will the conventional electric coil, the electric

resistance coil under glass-ceramic, and the solid element

cooktop heat more slowly than the gas flame and the induc-
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tion cooktop?

5. What is the optimum combination of cookware and

cooktop?

6. Is it possible to find one type of cookware that is

satisfactory with all of the cooktops?



I

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Introduction
The interaction of energy source and container material

were investigated in this laboratory study. The energy

sources included were conventional electric coil, gas flame,

solid element, induction, and electric resistance coil under

glass—ceramic. The container materials were thin gauge alu-

minum, heavy gauge aluminum, thin gauge porcelain-on-steel,

glass-ceramic, and heavy gauge stainless steel with thick

aluminum heat core. The interactions were quantified by

ekamining selected performance factors -- browning patterns,

time-to-boil, and time-to-lose heat (retained heat). Each

test was performed three times for each cooking system (com-

bination of energy source and container material). Browning

patterns were determined from crepes, and water was used as

the test medium for the time-to-boil and the retained heat

tests. The Hunter Color Difference Meter was used to measure

the amount of light reflected, therefore quantifying the I

browning patterns, and a mercury-in-glass thermometer was

used to measure temperature. (Data charts are presented in

Appendiu E). I

In this chapter are presented the results of the brown-

ing pattern, time-to-boil, and retained heat tests —- the

dependent variables. Each section is focused on a dependent47
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' variable and includes the following sub-parts: general

trends, significant differences, relationships of the
V

results to the hypotheses, and generalizations based on the

hypotheses. Throughout this chapter, the following abbrev-

iations will be used:

l. Energy Source -

CCOIL - Conventional Coil

GASFL — Gas Flame

INDUC - Induction

SOLID - Solid Element

GCERM - Electric Resistance Coil Under Glass—Ceramic

2. Container Material —

TALUM - Thin Aluminum

HALUM — Heavy Aluminum

SSNHC — Heavy Gauge Stainless Steel with Thick Alu-

minum Heat Core

GCERM - Glass-Ceramic

TPORC - Thin Porcelain-on-Steel

Browning Patterns

§s¤s:sl-I:s¤¤s
Variations in browning were apparent in all of the

tests. Some of the crepes were evenly browned, while others

had a distinctive ring around the edge, and still others had

obvious hot spots.

The investigation of browning pattern, as conducted in

this study, was a multi-step process. First, a General Lin-
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ear Modeling Procedure was conducted on all of the data

readings in order to determine which variables influenced

the levels of browning. Next, two statistical tests were

conducted to compare the influence of each variable on

browning patterns. Finally, the two statistical tests were

combined so that a ranking of cooking systems, based on even

heat distribution, could be obtained.

A General Linear Models Procedure for "impact of brown-

ing" is presented in Table 9. This procedure illustrates

the impact of the combination of different cooktops (energy

agagga) with different frying pans (container aagaggag) on

the level of browning, not the browning patterns of crepes.

The high F-Value (19.54) and a PR > F of .0001 reveal a

statistically significant model. The variables source,

material, and position (location of reflectance meter read-

ing) are significant at the (p < .05) level. This means

that the cooktop type, material of the frying pan, and loca-

tion of the reflectance meter reading all are important in

determining the observed browning. By dividing the Type III

Sum of Squares into the Model Sum of Squares, it can be

determined how much influence each variable in the system

impacts browning. The energy source contributes 12.9%

(4942/39551) of the variation in browning. The container

material contributes 35.9% (13953/39551) of the variation in

browning in addition to the amount already explained by the

energy source. The position (location of reflectance meter

reading) contributes 2.2% (932/39551) of the variation in
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browning in addition to the browning already explained by F

the energy source and container material.

In addition, the interaction 0+ source and material,

source and position 0+ re+lectance meter readings, and the

interaction 0+ material and location 0+ re+lectance meter

readings are signi+icant in in+luencing level 0+ browning at

the (p ( .05) level. Again, by dividing the Type III Sum 0+

Squares into the Model Sum 0+ Squares, it can be seen that

the interaction 0+ source and material account +or 16.2%

(6236/38551) 0+ the variation in browning not already

euplained. The interaction 0+ source and location 0+

re+lectance meter reading accounted +or 5% (1982/38551)

0+ the variation in browning not already explained, and the

interaction 0+ material and location 0+ re+lectance meter

reading account +0r 21% (8017/38551) 0+ the variation in

browning not already explained. This procedure also com-

pares the variation 0+ browning between the +our outside

quadrants and the reading +rom the center (See contrast

"center vs. outside", Table 8). This contrast observation is

also statistically signi+icant at the p ( .05 level.

The previous procedure indicated the variables that

in+1uenced levels 0+ browning. The next test is the +irst

0+ two statistical procedures that help explain the gggwgigg

gattggg. A General Linear Models Procedure +or the variable

"Range 0+ Outside Readings" is presented in Table 9. The F I

Value 0+ 2.75 and a PR } F level 0+ .0023 indicates a stat- I
istically signi+icant test. The R-Square value 0+ 0.568
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indicates that 56.8% of the variation in browning patterns

can be ekplained by this procedure.

A Duncan's Multiple Range Test for the variable ”Range

of Outside Readings"g data reading points 1-4, the outer

edge, is presented in Table 10. (See Appendix D for Loca-

tion of Reflectance Meter Readings.) This table groups sys-

tems (combinations of energy source and container material)

into like categories. Groupings with the same letter desig-

nation are not significantly different from each other. The

systems are grouped in ascending order with the system hav-

ing greatest variation in range of readings at the top of

the list. This table illustrates great variation in the

means of outside reflectance readings between systems.

Another way to assess the evenness of browning is to

compare the means of the reflectance meter readings from the

four outside guadrants to the reflectance meter reading from

the center. A General Linear Models Procedure for the vari-

able "Range of Readings -- Outside vs. Inside" is presented

in Table 11. The F Value of 16.50 and a PR > F level of

.0001 indicates a statistically significant test. The

R-Square value of 0.887 indicates that 88.7% of the varia-

tion in browning patterns can be ekplained by this proce- l
dure. Table 12, Duncan‘s Multiple Range Test for the Vari-

able "Outside vs. Inside Readings", groups systems (combina-

tions of energy source and container material) into like

categories. Groupings with the same letter designation are

not significantly different from each other. Rankings are
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Table 10

Duncan's Multiple Range Test for n ¤ 3 crepes
variable investigated"Range of Outside Readings"

Duncan Grouping (1) Mean Source Material
(difference

in Z of light
reflected)

A 16.667 SOLID TPORC
A

B A 17.667 CCOIL BCERM
E A
B A C 16.233 SOLID BCERM
B A C
B D “A C 14.167 BCERM HALUM
B D A C

E B D A C 13.133 SOLID TALUM
E B D A C
E B D A C 12.333 INDUC TPORC
E B D A C
E B D A C F 10.733 GASFL TALUM
E B D C F
E B D C F 10.100 GASFL HALUM
E B D C F
E B D C F 9.533 SOLID HALUM
E D C F
E D C F 9.033 GASFL TPORC _
E D C F
E D C F 9.033 GCERM SSNHC
E D C F
E D C F 6.700 GCERM GCERM
E D C F
E D C F 6.633 GCERM TPORC
E D F
E D F 7.200 GCERM TALUM
E D F' E D F 6.967 CCOIL HALUM
E D F
E D F 6.567 CCOIL TPORC
E D F
E D F 6.367 CCOIL TALUM
E D F
E D F 6.233 INDUC SSWHC‘ E D F
E D F 5.967 CCOlL SSNHC
E D F
E D F 5.667 GASFL SSNHC
E F
E F 4.333 GASFL GCERM

F
F 3.300 SOLID SSNHC

Alpha ¤ .05

(1) Systeme with the same number are not significantly dif-
ferent
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1

Table 12

Duncan's Multiple Range Test for n
-

3 crepes
variable investigateds "Outside vs. Inside Readings"

Duncan Groupings (1) Mean Source Material
(difference

in Z of light
reflected)

A 38,450 GASFL GCERM

2 38.192 SOLID GCERM

B 29.275 CCDIL GCERM

C 18.592 CCOIL TPORC

D g 14.183 SOLID TPORC

E 9.900 INDUC TPORC

8.942 GASFL TALUM

7.458 SASFL SSNHC

E 7.233 GCERM SSNHC

3 7.233 GASFL TPORC

5.692 GCERM HALUM

5.175 GCERM TPORC

4.892 SOLID TALUM

4.658 SOLID HALUM

4.333 GCERM TALUM

ä 4.067 CCDIL HALUM

4.050 GCERM GCERM

4.033 BASFL HALUM

ä 2.592 INDUC SSNHC

ä 2.267 CCOIL TALUM

2.267 SOLID SSwHC

_ 2.100 CCOIL SSNHC

ÄIEETTTEE(1)
Systems with same letter are not significantly different
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in ascending order with the greatest range in means at the

top o+ the list.

Table 13 combines the results o+ observations +rom

"Range of Outside Readings" and +rom " Outside vs. Inside

Readings", by using the R—Gquare values and Duncan's Mul-

tiple Range Rankings. This combination is achieved by mul-

tiplying the R—Square value by an assigned number (1 ¤ least

variance - 22 = most variance) of the Duncan Ranking for

both tests. These values are added and then re-ranked.

Thus, this combination weights the systems based on their

position in the two rankings and the amount o+ explained

variation each test possesses. Furthermore, a cut-o++ point

in the middle will distinguish even browning +rom uneven

browning. The right half o4 the list will be the more even

heating systems and the le+t hal+ will be the less even

heating.

The General Linear Modeling Procedure +or impact of

browning, Table 8, indicated that the choice of container

material was more important than the choice o+ energy source

in determining the level o+ browning. The ranking of brown-

ing patterns by systems reveal that 75% of the heavy alumi-

num and 80% o+ the heavy gauge stainless steel with thick

aluminum heat core pans were in the bottom right o+ the

rankings, indicating good patterns o+ heat distribution.

The thin aluminum pans ranked equally on both sides o+ the

cut—o¥§ point For even distribution. The glass-ceramic and

thin gauge porcelain-on-steel tended towards the 1e+t o+ the



3%Table 13

Ranking of Bronwning Patterns
by system

(Higher Socre Indicates More Uneven Browning)

Uneven Browning Systems Even Browning Systems

Source Material Score Source Material Score

SOLID GCERM 30.0 SOLID HALUM 16.0

CCOIL GCERM 29.6 GCERM TPORC 15.5

SOLID TPORC 28.5 GASFL SSWHC 15.0

INDUC TPORC 24.7 GASFL HALUM 12.9

GASFL TALUM 23.3 GCERM TALUM 12.2

GCERM HALUM 21.4 GCERM GCERM 11.5

GASFL GCERM 21.0 CCOIL HALUM 10.7

CCOIL TPORC 20.9 INDUC SSWHC 6.3

GCERM SSWHC 19.8 OCOIL TALUM 6.1

SOLID TALUM 19.1 CCOIL SSWHC 3.2

GASFL TPORC 18.3 SOLID SSWHC 2.5

Note -- The scores for this chart are derived by Adding the
results of Multiplying the R-Square value of the
General Linear Models Procedrue by the ranking value
from a Duncans Multiple Range Test for the two tests
"Range of Outside Readings" and "Range of Readings —
Outside vs. Inside"

~ 1
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list, indicating poor patterns of heat distribution (75% and
4

80%, respectively>.The

conventional electric coil (60%) and electric

resistance coil under glass (60%) tended to score with good

patterns of heat distribution. The induction cooktop

ranked on both sides of the cut-off line, and produced a

noticeable ring around the center of the outer quadrants on

the tested crepes. The heavy gauge stainless steel with the

thick aluminum heat core produced markedly better patterns

of heat distribution than the thin gauge porcelain-on—steel

on the induction cooktop. The solid element and gas flame

resulted in poor patterns of heat distribution.

These results can be explained as followsn The glass-

ceramic frying pan conducts heat more rapidly in the verti-

cal plane than in the horizontal. Therefore, the solid ele-

ment, conventional electric coil, and gas flame did not pro-

duce heat in the center of this pan. The thin gauge porce-

lain-on-steel and the thin aluinum expands and distorts when

heated, thus creating different areas of contact which

affect the browning pattern. The heavy aluminum and stain-

less steel with heat core encourage even heating by slowing

the rate of heat transfer from the energy source to thebot-tom

of the inside of the frying pan, thus allowing more time

for heat to spread in the horizontal plane. This occurs

because the rate of heat transfer is inversely proportional

to the thickness of the gauge of the pan. The thickergaugepan

One reason for the difference in performance or uneven
l K

e l
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patterns 0+ heat trans+er may be the lack 0+ contact between

heat source and cookware in the center sections the center

0+ the conventional electric coil, the solid element, or the

gas +lame. This could explain the variation in browning

between the center and outside quadrants. The glass-ceramic

+rying pan yielded acceptable per+ormance only on the elec-

tric resistance coil under glass-ceramic, possibly due to

the similarities 0+ materials and their respective proper- '

ties 0+ heat trans+er.

Bela;ie¤s¤ia-Le-Hxae$besis
ßyggthgsisl The heavier the gauge 0+ cookware, the

more evenly the heat will be distributed,
There+0re, the heavy gauge aluminum and
the heavy gauge stainless steel will have
the best pattern 0+ heat distribution.

EiggiggsL The heavy gauge aluminum pan and the stain—

less steel with thick aluminum heat core generally had good

heat distribution. The thin aluminum did not rank consis—

tently as having a good or poor pattern 0+ heat distribu-

tion. The thin gauge porcelain-on-steel and the glass-

ceramic +rying pans had poor patterns 0+ heat distribution.

There+ore, the hypothesis is accepted.

Time—t0—Hoil

§e¤e:al-I:enss
Means +0r time-to-boil +or each cooking system are given

in Table 14. Using the Duncan‘s Multiple Range Test +0r the

variable "Time-to—E0il", several systems were +0und to be

signi+icantly di++erent +rom others. The solid element and
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Table 14
,Duncan'sMultiple Range Test for

Variable "Time-to-Boil"
(1 liter of water 21 - 98 degree C)

Duncan Brouping (1) Mean Source Material
(minutes)

A 10.827 BCERM TALUM
B 9.623 SOLID TALUM
C 9.257 SOLID TPORC

D 9.060 GCERM TPORC

E 8.813 BCERM HALUM

8.670 GCERM BCERM

F 7.987 GCERM SSWHC
8 7.237 SOLID BCERM

H 6.677 CCOIL TPGRC

I 6.307 CCÜIL TALUM
1 6.270 CCCIL BCERM

J 1 6.217 INDUC TPORC
g 1 K 6.047 BASFL TPORC
g L 5.947 BASFL GCERM
M 5.820 SCLID HALUM
M L K
M L K 5.797 GASFL SSWHC
M L K
M L K 5.773 CCOIL HALUM

: L 5.730 SOLID SSNHC

: L 5.717 INDUC SSNHC

: N 5.577 GASFL TALUM

: 5.550 GASFL HALUM

: 5.367 CCDIL SSWHC

Äf5ES“i·"T6§'''''''”'''''‘''''”””"”'‘'''”°"”'”””””””

(1) Systems with the same letter are not significantly dif-
ferent.
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the glass-ceramic cooktops consistently took longer to heat

_waterMtowa„bgil. Eight of the 10 possible readings fell

within the top half of the ranking of time-to-boil means

when ranked in descending order.

IÖN9T¥9Tb¤il was related to three factdrsa energy

source,»_’’__container material, and the interaction of the

eneCQY„SQuf:e and container material. This information is

presented in l

Table 15, General Linear Models Procedure for "Time-to-

Boil". The high F Value (326.70) indicate that the model

and test are significant at the PR > F level of .0001.
E

Source, material, and the interaction of source and

material all influence the time-to-boil, as indicated by the

high PR > F value of .0001 for each variable individually.

By dividing the Type III Bum of Squares into the Model

Sum of Squares, it can be shown that 63.6% <107/168) of the

variation in time-to-boil can be explained by theienergyv
source used. Thaeéßntßinéf material used will explain 17.B%

(30/16B> of the variation in time-to-boil not euplained by

the energy source. The interaction of energy source and

container material will explain 17.2% (29/16B) of the varia-

tion in time-to-bdil not already explained by energy source

and container material. The R-Square value of .994 indi-

cates that 99.4% of the variation in time-to-boil can be

explained by this statistical procedure.

Table 16, Duncan's Multiple Range Test for variables

"source" and “material", ranks time-to-boil data while hold-
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Table 16

Duncan Multiple Range Tests across variables
"Time-to—Boil"

Holding Energy Source Constant
Alpha = .05

Group Mean Source
(minutes)

4
A 9.07 G1ass—Ceramic

B 7.53 Solid Element

C 6.08 Conv. Coil

5.97 Induction

D 5.78 Gas Flame

Holding Container Material Constant
Alpha ¤.05

Group Mean Material
(minutes)

A 8.08 Thin Aluminum

B 7.45 Thin Porc.—on—Steel

C 7.05 Glass—Ceramic

D 6.49 Heavy Aluminum

E 6.12 Stain St. w/heat core
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ing energy source or container material constant. In other

words, the information is presented across one variable

while the other variable is held constant. This information

showss how energy sources compare to each other, or how

materials compare to each other. At the Alpha = .05 level,

all variables yield significantly different results when

viewing the variable source and material as a group, with

the exception of the induction and the conventional electric

coil which are not significantly different. The gas flame

was consistently able to bring water to a boil more quickly.

The electtic resistance coil under glass-ceramic, and

the solid element consistently took the longest time to

bring the water to a boil. This can be explained by the

metbodWutiliäEd in creating heat in the energy source.

Since it is by electric resistance, it requires time for the

heatetoetravel-from the resistance coil to a useable form

for cooking. In the electric conventional coil, the elec-

tric resistance coil is closer to the surface touching the

bottom of the pan; therefore, it heats more quickly than the

solid element or the electric resistance coil under glass-

ceramic.. The induction cooktop and the gas flame provide l

heat that is instantly available for use.

gl Scheidler and Schaupert (19SB) states that "pan bottom

movement" influences "time-to-boil". Pan bottom movement

eccurs as fellewss As the sauce pot heats, thermal expan-

sion causes the center of the pan bottom to move away from

the energy source, reducing the efficiency of the system and
i

W
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. increasing time-to-boil. This explains the poor performance l

of the thin gauge aluminum and thin porcelain-on-steel,

since their thin gauge construction may have allowed pan

bottom movement to occur.

länother important factor affecting the results is the

fact that the saucepans were of different shapes. This

might ekplain why water boils faster with the stainless

steel with a heat core than the thin porcelain-on-steel

saucepan on the induction cooktop <The thin porcelain-on-

steel pan has a more narrow base than the stainless steel

with a heat core). The rate of heat transfer is propor-

tional to the amount of surface area available for contact

with the energy source.

Table 17 is a cross—tabulation of the average number of

minutes required to bring one liter of water to 98 degrees C

from 21 degrees C with each possible combination of energy

source and container material. This table provides a quick

reference for comparing time-to-boil results for each indi-

vidual cooking system. The XXX's represent combinations of

container materials and energy sources that were net pos-T

sible due to incompatibilities.

Bela;ie¤snia-ts-Hxsetnssie
ßyggthesiss The gauge of the cookware will affect speed

of heat transfer. Therefore the thin gauge
aluminum and thin gauge porcelain-on-steel
cookware will heat quickly and boil water
more rapidly.

Eiggiggs. The thin gauge porcelain—on-steel and the
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Table 17

Average Time—to—8oil

1 liter of water from 21 C to 98 C

CONTAINER MATERIAL

Heavy Stain. Rorc. St. Glass- Thin
Gauge St. w/ Thin Ceramic Gauge
Alum. heat core Gauge Alum.

ENERGY SOURCE

Conv. Coil 5.76 5.37 6.68 6.27 6.31

Gas Flame 5.57 5.80 6.05 5.95 5.58

Glass-Ceramic 8.81 7.99 9.06 8.67 10.83

Induction XXXX 5.72 6.22 XXXX XXXX

Solid Element 5.82 5.73 9.26 7.24 9.62

XXXX's - indicate systems that are impoeelible due to incompa-
tibilities
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_ N

tbinegaugeealuminum took the longest time to bring water to

a boil jTable 16). This may be explained by the fact that I\
when thin gauge metals are heated they ekpand and distort.

when this change occurs, the ability of the pan to make con-

tact with the energy source is reduced, therefore decreasing

the efficiency of the system. Since these results were

igcgnsistent with the hypothesis, this hypothesis was not

accepted.

äyggthggisi Cooktops in which the heating element is
separated from the pan by intervening space
or material will require a longer time for
appreciable heat transfer and therefore a
longer time to gain or lose heat. There-
fore, an electric resistance coil under
glass-ceramic and the solid element will
take longer to heat up, and once heated,
longer to lose heat, than the conventional
electric coil, induction, or gas flame
cooktops.

Eiggiggs. The solid element and the electric resistance

coil under glass-ceramic cooktops did take longer to bring

water to a boil. These cooktops have heating elements sepa-

rate„from the pan by intervening space or materials. The

cgnventional„electric coil and the induction cooktop took

1ess_time to bring water to a boil than the solid element

and the glass-ceramic cooktop, however, there was not a sig-

nificant difference between the two. The gas flame consis-

tently was able to bring the water to a boil more quickly

than any other cooktop. Since the data supports the

hypothesis, it is accepted.

Qyggthggigi The greater the mass and specific heat of
the heating system, the greater the time

I
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required for the rate of heat transfer to
become appreciable. Therefore, the solid
element and the electric resistance coil
under g1ass—ceramic will take longer to heat
mp and cool down than the induction, conven-
tional electric, or the gas flame cooktops.

Eggggggs: The systems that contain large amounts of

mass, such as the solid element and the electric resistance

coil under glass-ceramic, did take longer to bring water to

a boil. The conventional electric coil and the induction

cooktop took less time to bring water to a boil than the

solid element and the glass—ceramic cooktop, however there

was not a significant difference between the two. The gas

flame consistently was able to bring the water to a boil

more quickly than any other cooktop. Since the data sup-

port the hypothesis, it is accepted.

Retained Heat

§e¤e:al-I:e¤es
Means for retained heat for each cooking system are

given in Table 18. Using the Duncan‘s Multiple Range Test

for the variable "Retained Heat", several systems were found

to be significantly different from others.

The ability to retain heat was related to three factors:

energy source, container material, and the interaction of

the energy source and container material. This information

is presented in Table 19, General Linear Models Procedure

for "Retained Heat". The high F Value (569.82) and PR > F

of .OOG1 indicate that the test is significant. Source,
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18 7

Duncan'e Multiple Range Test for Varialble
"Retained Heat"

(1 liter of water 98 — 88 degree C)

Duncan Groupings (1) Mean Source Material
(minutes)

A 30.880 GCERM TALUM
B 30.100 GCERM HALUM
C 28.073 SOLID TALUM
D 27.147 GCERM SSNHC
E 25.900 GCERM TPORC
ä 25.890 SOLID TPORC

F 23.920 SGLID HALUM

8 23.087 SCLID SSWHC

H 21.267 SCERM GCERM
I 19.463 CCOIL TALUM

19.220 SCLID SCERM

J 17.517 CCOIL SSWHC
g 17.360 CCOIL HALUM
g 16.817 BASFL SSNHC
g 16.787 SASFL JHALUM

R 15.530 CCDIL TPORC
14.910 BASFL TALUM

° L 13.787 CCOIL GCERM

M E 13.703 GASFL GCERM

: L 13.313 INDUC SSWHC

: 12.983 GASFL TPORC

N 11.310 INDUC TRGRC
ÄTSETZTBE''"'”''”‘""''”'”'”''''””°”°‘”””””””””””””””””°”””

(1) Systems with the same letter are not eignificantly dif-
ferent.
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material, and the interaction of source and material all

influence the retained heat, as indicated by the high PR > F

value of .0001. The information presented in Table 19,

indicates that the variation in time-to-lose heat (retained

heat) is mainly due to the energy source used; 79.6%

(1820/2292) of the variation is explained by energy source.

The”container material used will explain 12.3% (291/2292) of

the variation not already explained by the energy source.

In addition, 5.5% (125/2292) of the variation in retained

heat is due to the interaction of energy source and con-

tainer material, not already explained.

Table 20 Duncan‘s Multiple Range Test for variables

"s¤urce" and "material", ranks retained heat data while

holding energy source or material constant. In other words,

the information is presented across one variable while the

other is held constant. This information tells us how

energy sources compare te each other, or how materials com-

pare to each other. At the Alpha ¤ .05 level, all variables

yield significantly different results when viewing the vari-

able source and material as a group.

The electric resistance coil under glass and the solid.

element cooktops consistently retained the most heat, occu-

pying eight of a possible 10 positions in a listing of the

systems mean time-to-lose heat. The thin aluminum and thin

porcelain-on—steel saucepans retained the most heat, occupy-

ing six of the top 10 positions on the ranking of retained

heat systems. As a result of the thin gauge of these pans,
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Table 20

Duncan’s Multiple Range Test Across Variable
"Retained Heat"

(While holding Source or material constant)

holding "Source" constant
A

Alpha = .05

Group Mean Source
(minutes)

A 27.1 Glass-Ceramic

B 24.0 Solid Element
A

C 16.7 Conv. Coil

D 15.0 Gas Flame

E 12.3 Induction

holding "Material" constant

Alpha = .05

Group Mean Material
(minutes)

A 23.3 Thin Aluminum

B 22.4 Heavy Aluminum

C 19.6 Stain St. w/heat core

D 18.3 Thin Porc.—on—Steel

E 17.0 Glass—Ceramic
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may expand and distort reducing the surface area avail- e

able for contact -- therefore reducing the system efficiency

and reguiring the system to heat longer. Since the system

is on longer, more heat builds up in the system possibly

increasing the time-to-lose heat. This is supported by the

fact that the thin porcelain-on-steel saucepan combined with

the induction or gas flame retained the least heat (neither

the induction unit nor the gas flame require a flat bottom).

All of the systems which retained large amounts of heat con-

tain large amounts of mass or have heating elements separ-

ate from the pan by intervening space or material.

The gas flame and induction cooktop consistently

retained the least heat. This is due to the fact that these

systems do not contain large amounts of masso generate heat.

Therefore, there is no heat built up in the energy source.

Table 21, Results of "Retained Heat", presents the aver-

age number of minutes it took for one liter of water to drop

10 degree C from the boiling point for each possible combi-

nation of energy source and container material. The XXX's

represent combinations of container materials and energy

sources that were not possible, due to incompatibilities.

Hyggthesgs; The greater the mass and specific heat of
the heating system, the greater the time
required for the rate of heat transfer to
become appreciable. Therefore, the solid
element and the electric resistance coil
under glass-ceramic will take longer to
heat up and cool down than the induction,
conventional electric coil, or the gas

1
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Table 21

Time to Lose Heat (MINUTES)
(1 liter of water 98 C to 88 C)

CONTAINER MATERIAL

Heavy Stain. Porc. St. Glass- Thin
Gauge, St. w/ Thin Ceramic Gauge
Alum. heat core Gauge Alum.

ENERGY SOURCE

Conv. Coil 17.36 17.52 15.53 13.79 19.46

Gas Flame 16.79 16.82 12.98 13.70 14.91

G1aes—Ceramic 30.10 27.15 25.90 21.27 30.88

Induction XXX 13.31 11.31 XXX XXX

Solid Element 23.92 23.09 25.89 19.22 28.07

XXX - indicate systeme that are not poeeible due to
incompatabilitiee.

I
I

I
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flame cooktops.

Eindiggg. The glass-ceramic and the solid element

cooktops retained more heat than the conventionalwcoil, gas

flame, or the induction cooktops. The conventional coil and

the gas flame retained more heat than the induction cooktop.

Since these results were consistent with the hypothesis, the

hypothesis is accepted.

Eypothggigi Cooktops in which the heating element is
separated from the pan by intervening space.
or material will require a longer time for
appreciable heat transfer and therefore a
longer time to gain or lose heat. There-
fore, the electric resistance coil under
glass-ceramic and the solid element will
take longer to heat up, and once heated,
longer to lose heat than the conventional
electric coil, induction, or gas flame.

Eigdiggs. The glass-ceramic and the solid element cook-

tops retained more heat than the conventional coil, gas

flame, or the induction cooktops. The conventional coil and

the gas flame retained more heat than the induction cooktop.

Since these results were consistent with the hypothesis, the

hypothesis is accepted.

Summary of Results

Based on the results of this study, the following gen-

eralizations can be made:

- Distinctive browning patterns resulted with different

combinations of energy source and container material.

According to a General Linear Modeling Procedure, con-

tainer material impacts browning more than does the
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· energy source. t
- The heavier the gauge of a metallic frying pan, the

more even the heat distribution, and the more predictable

the browning pattern.

- Different combinations of energy source and container
4

material impact speed of heating (time-to-boil). A

General Linear Models Procedure indicated that the

energy source was the variable that had the major

influence on the time-to-boil. The energy source that

took the longest to bring water to a boil was the

glass-ceramic followed by the solid element, the con-
ventional electric coil and the induction (no signifi-

cant difference), and the gas flame.

- The thin gauge saucepans did not take the leastrrrgtime

to heat water, possibly due to pan base movement,, The

sauce pots that heated most quickly were the heavy

_aluminum and the heavy gauge stainless steel with

thick aluminum heat core.

- The ability to retain heat was mainly due to the

energy source used, as determined by a General Linear

_ Models Procedure. The solid element and the electric

resistance coil under glass-ceramic cooktops with

large amounts of mass and constructed of materials of

high specific heat, consistently took the longest time

to lose heat.

- The„comktops in which the heating element is separated

from the pan by intervening space or material took the
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_lFUQ@st to lose heat„e

Discussion

In this study, different combinations of cooktops and

cookware yielded different browning patterns when preparing

crepes. Adams and Evans (1987) found different pattern of

heat distribution, also. They found that heat distribution

was more even with the solid element than the gas flame.

This was oonsistent with the findings of this study. Peters

and Hunt (1977) cited no significant differences in heat

distribution when using a stainless steel with an aluminum

clad bottom on a conventional electric coil vs. a stainless

steel frying pan with an aluminum clad bottom or a "Cook-

mate" glass-ceramic frying pan on a thermostatically or non-

thermostatioally controlled glass-ceramic cooktop. This is

consistent with this study, as the stainless steel with an

aluminum heat core frying pan worked well with all cooktops.

However, the glass-ceramic combined with the electric resis-

tance coil under glass-ceramic yielded satisfactory results.

This may be due to the difference in glass-ceramic formula-

tions, or type of electric resistance coil used in the cook-

top used in this study.

McCord„(1977) reported that glass—ceramio cooktops took

longer than a convehtional electric coil to bring water to a

boil. McCord used the manufacturer's recommended cookware

of alominum and g1ass—ceramic. This is consistent with the

findings in this study in which it was found that the cook- ,

e
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tmp influenced time—to-boil more than the type of cookware.

Peters and Hunt (1977) found that a conventional elec-

tric coil heated both water and oil more quickly than a

thermostatically or non-thermostatically controlled glass-

ceramic cooktop. In this study, the conventional electric

coilmheated water more quickly than an electric resistance

coillunderglass. This may be due to the fact that the

electeicenesistance coil under glass-ceramic contains a

great deal more mass to heat before heat can be utilized for

cooking than the conventional electric coil. Therefore it

takes.longer to heat on the glass—ceramic cooktops.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

Consumers are interested in the performance that result

when they combine different cooktop types with different

cookware. Also, there is a limited amount of literature

available to consumers and professional home economists on

the interaction of cooktops and cookware. Thus, this

research study was designed to provide this information by

comparing the resulting performance factors of different

combinations of cooktops and cookware. The performance

factors investigated include: browning patterns, time-to-

boil, and retained heat.

The data for this study were collected at the Virginia

Polytechnic Institute and State University household equip-

ment laboratory during the winter of 1987-1988. Two repeti-

tions of each test, for a total of three sets of data were

obtained. The energy sources investigated include: conven-

tional electric coil, gas flame, induction, solid element,

and electric resistance coil under glass-ceramic. The con-

tainer materials investigated include: thin gauge aluminum,

heavy gauge aluminum, thin gauge porcelain-on—steel, glass-

ceramic, and heavy gauge stainless steel with thick aluminum

heat core. The tests: browning patterns, time-to-boil, and

retained heat were conducted for each cooking system (combi-

nation of energy source and container material). Browning

80 ·
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patterns were determined by preparing crepes and then quan— I

tifying percentage of light reflected with a Hunter Color

Difference Meter. Time—to—boil and retained heat tests were

conducted using water as a test medium and temperature was

measured with a mercury—in—glass thermometer. Tests used in

statistical analysis of the data included: General Linear

Modeling Procedures, Duncan’s Multiple Range tests, means,

and ranges.

Conclusions

Based on the results of these tests, the major findings

were:

- The choice of frying pan material has the greatest

impact on browning. The heavier the gauge of cook-

ware, the more evenly the heat will be distributed.

Therefore, the heavy gauge aluminum and the heavy

gauge stainless steel with thick aluminum heat core

had the best pattern of heat distribution.

- The cooktops that performed with satisfactory browning

include the conventional electric coil and the elec-

tric resistance coil under glass—ceramic. The induc-

tion cooktop had readings of good and poor patterns of

heat distribution, depending on the gauge of the fry-

ing pan used. The gas flame and the solid element had

poor heat distribution and thus poor browning pat-

terns. Therefore, choose a cooktop with great mass

and large amounts of surface area touching thebottomof

the pan, if even heating is important.

f
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- An important variable in determining time-to-boil and

retained heat was the choice of materials used in the

construction of the energy source. The greater the

mass and specific heat of the heating system, the

greater the time required for the rate of heat trans-

fer to become appreciable. Therefore, the solid ele-

ment and the electric resistance coil under glass-

ceramic will take longer to heat up and cool down than

the induction, conventional electric coil, or gas

flame.

- The stainless steel with heat core took the least

amount of time to bring water to a boil, followed by

the heavy gauge aluminum, and glass—ceramic respec-

tively. The gauge of the cookware will affect speed

of heat transfer. Therefore, the thin gauge aluminum

and thin gauge porcelain on steel cookware heated more

quickly and boiled water more rapidly. The thin gauge

porcelain-on-steel and the thin aluminum were the

slowest, suggesting that factors such as pan base

movement affect the rate of heat transfer.

- An important variable in determining time-to—boil, and

the ability to retain heat is the design of the cook-

top selected. Cooktops in which the heating element

is separated from the pan by intervening space or

material will require a longer time for appreciablei

heat transfer and therefore a longer time to gain or

lose heat. Therefore, the electric resistance coil
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under glass-ceramic and the solid element will take

longer to heat up and once heated longer to lose heat

than the conventional electric coil, or gas flame.

- Cooking systems with the thin aluminum pans retained

the most heat followed by those with the heavy alumi-

num, stainless steel with heat core, thin porcelain-

on—steel, and glass-ceramic.

Implications

Major findings of this study suggest that consumers can

expect differences in performance depending on which combi-

nation of cookware and cooktop they choose.

Based on the major findings and statistical analysis,

the following recommendations are made to consumers who

desire to achieve the best performance from their cooking

system.‘

1. When even browning is important, choose a frying pan

of heavy gauge and an energy source of large mass that

allows for even heat distribution.
2. When speed of heating is important, choose a cooktop

that does not have the heating element separate from the pan

by intervening space or material. Choose cookware that has

a flat bottom, and is constructed of a material and gauge

that will not allow distortion while heating.

3. When retained heat is important, choose a cooktop

that has large mass and areas of high specific heat close to
ithe source of heat production, and choose cookware of a
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heavy gauge metal.

4. When all three performance factors are desired,

(even browning, speed of heating, and retained heat), the

best system would be the conventional electric coil paired

with heavy gauge aluminum cookware, or cookware constructed

of stainless steel with thiok aluminum heat cores.

Limitations and Recommendation

The following recommendations for further research have

been derived from the limitation of this study:

1. Limitation. Only five specific cooktop types were

used in this study: conventional electric coil, gas

flame, induction, solid element, and electric resis-

tance coil under glass.

Qeggmmegdatigg. Further research is needed to

determine if these findings hold true for other

brands and models of cooktops. It would especially

be interesting to compare performance of cooktops

that incorporate different method of construction

and different materials (i.e., some manufacturers of

glass—ceramic cooktops use different formulations of
h

glass-ceramic and different types of electric resis-

tance heating elements).

Eeggmmendatiog. Further research is needed to

determine how other cooktop types would perform

under the same conditions (e.g., halogen heat and

gas flame under glass-ceramic are available).
}

J
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2. Limitatigg. Only five specific types of cookware

were used in this study: thin gauge aluminum, heavy

gauge aluminum, stainless steel with heat core, thin

gauge porcelain—on—steel, and glass—ceramic.

Recommendatigg. Further research is needed to

determine how other materials would perform under

the same conditions (e.g., cast iron, anodized alu-

minum, and various other cookware with different

finishes and construction materials are available).

ßgggmmegdation. Further research is needed to

determine how other brands and models of cookware,

and cookware with different design characteristics

would perform under like conditions.

3. Limitation. The test mediums used in this study

included water and crepes. It is unlikely that

these are representative of the items consumers use

to judge the performance of their cooking system.

Recommggdatigg. Further research is needed to

determine the quantitative and qualitative charac-

teristics of the foods which consumers evaluate per-

formance.

Egggmmegdation. Further research is needed to

determine the results of using test mediums used in

previous research, such as oil and potato pancakes.

4. Limitgtigg. It is difficult, even for the educated

consumer, to determine the specifications of

appliances. Many consumers may be unaware of dif-
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ferences in the performance of cooktops that appear A

virtually the same.

Rgggmmggdgtigg. Research is needed to determine -
what consumers know about top—of—the—range cooking

appliances. Then educators and retailers could help

consumers utilize their appliances for optimum per-

formance.

5. Qimitgtigg. The pieces of cookware used in this

study were all different, not only in material, but

in size and shape. This could affect the results

because the amount of surface area available for

contact may be different.

Recommegdgtigg. A special set of cookware should be

obtained for testing, which holds size and shape

constant so that these variables will not influence

results.

As a result of the findings of this study, it can be

stated that the proper combination of cookware and cooktop

is important.

Cookware should have the maximum amount of surface area

available for contact with the cooktop. The bottom should

be as flat as possible and the gauge should be sufficient

to prevent pan bottom movement.

When even browning is important, the choice of cookware

is important. Choose heavy gauge cookware such as heavy

gauge aluminum or heavy gauge stainless steel with a thick

aluminum heat core.
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When performing boiling activities, and time is impor-

tant, the choice of cooktop is important. Choose one that

does not have a great deal of mass surrounding the heat

source. Good choices would be the gas flame, induction, or

the conventional electric coil.

When cooking on retained heat is important, the choice

of cooktop is important. Choose one that has a great deal

of mass surrounding the source of heat. Good choices would

be the solid element or the electric resistance coil under

glass—ceramic.

The process of cooking can be viewed as a system, which

in its simplest form is the combination of energy source and

container material.

Below is a matrix outlining recommended combinations of

cookware and cooktops based on the findings of this study.

The purpose of this matrix is to provide consumer with the

information to make the proper selection when purchasing new

cooktop or cookware depending on the task or performance

criteria they want to achieve. This matrix will also assist

in developing acceptable cooking systems by indicating which

combinations of the consumers current cooktops and cookware

will yield the performance they desire. The matrix is a

result of performance tests conducted for this thesis. The

system recommendations all rank in the top 50% of the group-

ings for each test. Therefore, based on the results of this

study, the following systems are recommended.
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l. For even heat distribution:
Eaersx-§9u;seSolid

Element Heavy Stainless Steel
or with Thick Aluminum

Conventional Heat Core
Electric

Coil

Electric
Resistance Coil Glass—Ceramic

under
Glass—Ceramic

2. For speed of heating:

Essrsx.§9ur9sGas
Flame

or Heavy Stainless Steel
Induction with Thick Aluminum

or Heat Core
Conventional

Electric
Coil

Gas Flame
or „ Heavy

Conventional Aluminum
Electric

Coil

3. For retained heat.

Energy_§gurcg wtth Qghtginer Material

Electric
Resistance Coil Thin or Heavy

under Aluminum .
Glass—Ceramic or

or Porc.-on—steel
Solid

Element

4. For Even Heating, Speed of Heating, and Retained i
Heat p
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Energy Source QEEE Container Mgterial

Heavy Stainless Steel
with Thick Aluminum

Conventional Heat Core
Electric or

Coil Heavy
Aluminum

N
N
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l
DATA COLLECTION SHEET
Ear Time to Beil Test

EQUIPMENT UEED:

Energy Source __„____"________„__m_„_m_„„mmw_“__________

Container Material „_„m“_mm„_„_______„m_M_u__mMm_~______

Test 1 Test 2 Test E

Date ______ „_„M„_ „__m“m

Investigator

„_AMBIENTCONDITIONS:

Room Temperature
Net Bulb (DegreeCelsius)Dry

Bulb (DegreeCelsius)Relative

Humidity

(Percent)BarometricPressure
<Mi1limeters Mercury) __„_wm mmmnwwm „„____

DATA READINGS:

Beginning Water Temperature
(Degree Celsius) _„____ _______

__Endingwater Temperature
(Degree Celsius) „„„_„„ „mm_„_„ „_____

Time To Beil (Minutes) _____1
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DATA COLLECTION SHEET
for Browning Pattern Teet

EQUIPMENT USED:

Energy Sourcewww

Container MaterialwwTeet

1 Teet E Teet 3

Date
.„lnveetigator wwwwww

AMHIENT CONDITIONS:

Room Temperature
Net Bulb (Degree Celsius) wwwwww _____wwwww wwwwww

Dry Bulb (Degree Celeiue) wwwwww wwwwww wwwwww

Relative Humidity (Percent) wwwwww wwwwww wwwwww

Harometric Pressure
(Millimeters Mercury) wwwwww wwwwww wwwwww

DATA READINGS:

Time enerty eouroe / container
material ie oreneateo
(minutee) mwwwmw mmmmmw „mw_www

Time Crepe ie in pan (minutee) mwwwww mwmwww wwwwwww

READINGS:

Point 1 (LValue)Point

2 (L Value)_____mmwwmPoint

3 (L Value) wwmwwm

„mPoint4 (L Value) wwwwww wwwwww wwwwwww

Point 5 (L Value) wwwwww wwwwww wwwwwww
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DATA COLLECTION SHEET
¥or Retained Heat Test

T

EQUIPMENT USED:

Energy

SourceContainerMaterialTest

1 Test 2 Test E

Date Wwmmmm mmmmmm mmwmmw

InvestigatorAMBIENT

CONDITIONS:

Room Temperature
Net Bulb (DegreeCelsius)Dry

Bulb (Degree Celsius) mmmwmm mmmmmu mmmmmm

Relative Hmmidity

(Percent)BarometricPressure
(Millimeters Mercury) „___„„ w___„„ „_„„_„

DATA READINGS:

Beginning water Temperature
(Degree Celsius) m„___„ _M_„_„ ____„_

Ending water Temperature
(DegreeCelsios)Time

To Loose Heat
(Minutes)T
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Reoipe +0r
Blender Crepes

1 cup a1l~purpose Flour ,
3 Eggs
1 1/2 cups Milk
2 Tablespoons 0+ Vegetable Oil

Put all ingredients into blender container. Cover and
process at BLEND until smooth.

N¤t@=
Adaptsd§E§E„I-QE-I„§E§Q„§9QE9QQE;
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Appendix E

Data from Three Replication;

of Browning Test

SAS

VARIABLE MEAN STANDARD RANGE
DEVIATION

——-—-——————— SOURCE=GCERM MATERIAL=HALUM --—-———-——-—

POSITION 3.00000000 1.46385011 4.00000000
BROWN 55.65333333 6.15326472 18.4000000O
———————————— SOURCE=GCERM MATERIAL=SSWHC ——----——----

POSITION 3.00000000 1.46385011 4.00000000
BROWN 41.98666667 5.02008347 16.6000000O
-——-——-—-—-— SOURCE=GCERM MATERIAL=TALUM ——·—-————-—-

_ POSITION 3.00000000 1.46385011 4.00000000
BROWN 56.32666667 6.57554633 19.3000000O

----—-——-—-- SOURCE=GCERM MATERIAL=TPORC —-—-—-—---—-

POSITION 3.00000000 1.46385011 4.00000000
BROWN 36.00666667 4.15442392 13.00000000
—--—-————-—— SOURCE=INDUC MATERIAL=SSWHC ——-——————---

POSITION 3.00000000 1.46385011 4.00000000
BROWN 29.90666667 2.90233075 10.8000000O
—-—-—-———-—- SOURCE=INDUC MATERIAL=TPORC —-——---—---- _

POSITION 3.00000000 1.46385011 4.00000000
BROWN 28.68000000 6.30342311 21.1000000O

—----—--—-—- SOURCE=SOLID MATERIAL=GCERM —·—————-———-

POSITION 3.00000000 1.46385011 4.00000000
BROWN 40.34666667 17.41870369 49.3000000O
—-——--—---—— SOURCE=SOLID MATERIAL=HALUM —-—————--———

POSITION 3.00000000 1.46385011 4.00000000
BROWN 46.6600000O 5.07202411 17.5000000O

-------——-—— SOURCE=SOLID MATERIAL=SSWHC —--———---———

POSITION 3.00000000 1.46385011 4.00000000
BROWN 36.0200000O 2.28604462 7.60000000

-——-—-—--—-— SOURCE=SOLID MATERIAL=TALUM -——---——-———

POSITION 3.00000000 1.46385011 4.00000000
BROWN 44.1800000O 5.75551909 21.8000000O
---—-————-—- SOURCE=SOLID MATERIAL=TPORC ·————·————·—

POSITION 3.00000000 1.46385011 4.00000000
BROWN 38.58666667 10.04901322 36.30000000
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SAS --

VARIABLE MEAN STANDARD RANGE
DEVIATION

—·—·———————— SOURCE=CCOIL MATERIAL=GCERM —---—----——-

POSITION 3.00000000 1.46385011 4.00000000
BROWN 40.31333333 14.01687079 45.20000000
—--———————-— SOURCE=CCOIL MATERIAL=HALUM ---—-—------

POSITION 3.00000000 1.46385011 4.00000000
BROWN 53.78666667 5.42070985 18.20000000
——-——————-—- SOURCE=CCOIL MATERIAL=SSWHC —----——-—--—

POSITION 3.00000000 1.46385011 4.00000000
BROWN 38.04666667 5.49842402 17.6000000O

—-·—----—-—— SOURCE=CCOIL MATERIAL=TALUM —-—-------—-

POSITION 3.00000000 1.46385011 4.00000000
BROWN 54.50666667 5.85143043 19.6000000O
—-——-——-———— SOURCE=CCOIL MATERIAL=TPORC -————-—----—

POSITION 3.00000000 1.46385011 4.00000000
BROWN 52.66000000 11.4405794l 36.2000000O
—--—---—--—— SOURCE=GASFL MATERIAL=GCERM ----——-—----

POSITION 3.00000000 1.46385011 4.00000000
BROWN 29.9400000O 16.5678l734 52.00000000
-—--———-—--— SOURCE=GASFL MATERIAL=HALUM —-————------

POSITION 3.00000000 1.46385011 4.00000000
BROWN 59.92666667 5.07324448 17.100000OO

——---—------ SOURCE=GASFL MATERIAL=SSWHC ——----—-—--—

POSITION 3.00000000 1.46385011 4.00000000
BROWN 40.5000000O 4.72334627 16.7000000O
—---—-—--——— SOURCE=GASFL MATERIAL=TALUM —--—---—---—

POSITION 3.00000000 1.46385011 4.00000000
BROWN 42.42000000 6.43341722 19.8000000O

—--—---—--—- SOURCE=GASFL MATERIAL=TPORC -—-—-——·————

POSITION 3.00000000 1.46385011 4.00000000
BROWN 41.98666667 5.02008347 16.6000000O

V --—-—-—--——- SOURCE=GCERM MATERIAL=GCERM --·-—--—-—-—

POSITION 3.00000000 1.46385011 4.00000000
BROWN 30.23333333 5.14138206 16.600000OO
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Data from Three Replicatios

1
of Boiling and Retaimed Heat Test

SAS
VARIABLE MEAN STANDARD RANGE

DEVIATIDN
—··——·———·—— SOURCE=GCERM MATERIAL=HALUM -—-——--—··——

BOIL 8.81333333 0.19731531 0.36000000
RETAIN 30.l0000000 0.76078906 1.52000000
-·—--—-———-- SOURCE=GCERM MATERIAL=SSNHC -———-——--—--

BOIL 7.98666667 0.12342339 0.24000000
RETAIN Z7.14666667 0.38682468 0.77000000
·—·····——··— SOURCE=GCERM MATERIAL=TALUM -———-—-—-——·

BOIL 10.82666667 0.11930353 0.22000000
RETAIN 30.88000000 0.27784888 0.50000000
—·-———-—--—· SOURCE=GCERM MATERIAL=TPORC --—-———---—-

BOIL 9.06000000 0.05291503 0.10000000
RETAIN 25.90000000 0.22516660 0.45000000
—————---—·—— SOURCE=INDUC MATERIAL=SSHHC ———-——-—---—
BOIL 5.71666667 0.20231988 0.36000000
RETAIN 13.31333333 0.18583146 0.34000000
·—————··—·—— SOURCE=INDUC MATERIAL=TPORC ——-———-————— ~
BOIL 6.21666667 0.08504901 0.17000000
RETAIN 11.31000000 0.46776062 0.82000000
—--———----—- SDURCE=SOLID MATERIAL=GCERM ———-——-—---—

BOIL 7.23666667 0.17039171 0.34000000
RETAIN 19.22000000 0.20420578 0.39000000
—----—-—-——— SOURCE=SOLID MATERIAL=HALUM ———·-———————

BOIL 5.82000000 0.31000000 0.59000000
RETAIN 23.9200000O 0.31096624 0.61000000

SOURCE=SOLID MATERIAL=SSNHC -—-—--——-———

BOIL 5.73000000 0.10583005 0.20000000
RETAIN 23.08666667 0.69327724 1.37000000
---—--————-· SOURCE=SOLID MATERIAL=TALUM —·——————·———

BOIL 9.62333333 0.28571548 0.57000000 1
RETAIN Z8.07333333 0.88121129 1.60000000
-—-——·-——--i SOURCE=SOLID MATERIAL=TPORC ——-——--—-——-

BOIL 9.25666667 0.22030282 0.44000000 1
RETAIN 25.89000000 0.31575307 0.59000000

1
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SAS
VARIABLE MEAN STANDARD RANGEDEVIATIDN
···———···—-— SOURCE=CCOIL MATERIAL=GCERM ———--———-·—~
BDIL 6.27000000 0.07000000 0.13000000RETAIN 13.78666667 0.50934599 1.01000000
————-—--———· SOURCE=CCOIL MATERIAL=HALUM -------———--
BOIL 5.77333333 0.03511885 0.07000000RETAIN 17.36000000 0.46184413 0.90000000
———·—-—————· SDURCE=CCOIL MATERIAL=SSHHC --———--—————
BDIL 5.36666667 0.04163332 0.08000000RETAIN 17.51666667 0.13203535 0.26000000
·——·———————· SOURCE=CC01L MATERIAL=TALUM --—————-——-—
BDIL 6.30666667 0.11718931 0.22000000RETAIN 19.46333333 0.52880368 0.97000000
——·-—————--— SDURCE=CCOIL MATERIAL=TPORC -——-———-——-—
BDIL 6.67666667 0.09073772 0.18000000RETAIN 15.53000000 0.51468437 1.02000000
·-—-—·—————· $0URCE=GASFL MATER1AL=GCERM ————-—·———-—
BDIL 5.94666667 0.32036438 0.62000000RETAIN 13.70333333 0.08020806 0.16000000
———————·———· SOURCE=GASFL MATERIAL=HALUM ———--··—·—·—
BDIL 5.55000000 0.05567764 0.11000000RETAIN l6.78666667 0.30072135 0.56000000
-—·——-—————— SOURCE=GASFL MATER1AL=SSHHC ——————·—·——·
BDIL 5.79666667 0.08504901 0.16000000RETAIN l6.81666667 0.54372174 1.05000000
----———----- SOURCE=GASFL MATERIAL=TALUM —·——·-—————-
BDIL 5.57666667 0.03055050 0.06000000RETAIN 14.91000000 0.29206164 0.58000000
——-——--—--—— SOURCE=GASFL MATERIAL=TPORC ·—·———-·——·—
BOIL 6.04666667 0.03055050 0.06000000RETAIN 12.98333333 0.22810816 0.40000000-———·———·—·— SOURCE=GCERM MATERIAL=GCERM ···———————·—
BDIL 8.67000000 0.09643651 0.18000000 .RETAIN - 21.26666667 0.16165808 0.32000000




